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2016 review: politics in the driver’s seat
HIGHLIGHTS
Broad risk-asset sell-off (equities, credit, emerging bonds) in 1Q16 on
China growth concerns and commodity price meltdown.
Fed postpones tightening till year-end.
Politics (Brexit, Rousseff, Trump, Italian referendum) take centre stage,
shape market trends throughout the year.
ECB expands easing in size and scope from March. BoE resumes QE post
Brexit and ventures into corporate bonds.
Global fixed income returns in the vicinity of 3.5% in 2016 for euro-based
investors.
2016 was full of surprises. Politics took centre
stage once concerns about China and falling oil
prices receded. The plunge in crude prices and
heightened risk of further CNY depreciation in
January-February triggered disruptive sell-offs in
credit and other asset markets. Brexit, Rousseff,
Trump and Renzi then induced major financial
market turnarounds, most of the time in
unexpected ways. Currencies and fixed income
markets recorded wild moves in response to
political outcomes.
Central banks have pushed monetary easing
further towards its practical boundaries, in the
euro area at least. The global call for fiscal
stimulus is in fact recognition of diminishing
monetary headroom.

1Q sell-off & monetary innovations
•

China unsettles markets

2016 started with disruptive sell-offs in financial
markets. China’s surprise devaluation in August
2015 had failed to slow private-sector capital
outflows. If anything, outflows accelerated to
$170bn in December 2015 pushing the yuan
exchange rate gradually lower. It was only logical
for market participants to expect the PBoC to
capitulate and devalue further. Instead, Chinese
authorities reaffirmed their move to a more
flexible exchange rate regime aiming at stability
against a trade-weighted basket of currencies.
Capital outflows eventually slowed but the root
causes for concern remain. China’s growth model
has hit its limits. Infrastructure build-up to
support export-led manufacturing induces excess

capital formation. Capital overhang needs to be
wound down until the marginal return on capital
normalises. Rebalancing towards a greater share of
value-added drawn from the service sector is a longrun process. Capital outflows are thus primarily a
reflection of the dearth of domestic growth
opportunities. The flipside of the slowdown is
increased cross-border mergers and acquisitions and
repayments of foreign-currency debt by Chinese
corporations.
•

The politics and economics of cheap oil

As market participants scaled back world growth
expectations, oil prices plummeted in the first two
months of the year. The 2mbpd supply glut at the
time was the fundamental cause for extended
weakness in oil prices. OPEC’s high market share
strategy backfired. The swift reduction of capacity
improved productivity considerably across the US oil
industry and shifted market power westward. The US
is the new marginal producer. OPEC and other
producers including Russia had no choice but to
strike a deal to curb output decisively starting in
2017.
With foreign exchange reserves fast declining, it
became clear as the year progressed that Saudi
Arabia would not withstand low crude prices for long.
The Kingdom’s foreign exchange reserves stood
some $200bn (-25%) below peak in September
2016. On the domestic side, public deficits swelled
but the currency peg held. Saudi Arabia instead
raised debt in USD markets for the first time. Russia
stood by its strategy of a weak currency, blaming
international sanctions for the domestic demand
shortfall. Deficit financing largely relies on local

sources, which actually supports foreign-currency
credit spreads.
•

Fed & US financial conditions

The first quarter sell-off was global in scope. The
currency war that had dominated 2015 was still
in full swing as market participants placed a nonzero possibility of another disorderly devaluation
of the Chinese yuan. Crude prices fell from $37
to 2003 lows of $26 per barrel in January and
again in February. Obviously, liquidation of risk
positions in futures markets added downside
pressure on oil prices. Stock markets recorded a
similar double-bottom pattern. Sovereign wealth
funds and reserve managers of oil-producing
countries sold holdings of risk assets including
stocks and credit. Safe assets including US
Treasuries were in high demand. The yield on
10-year notes dropped to February low of
1.70%. Breakeven inflation rates fell accordingly
to a low point at 1.20% on 10-year US TIPS in
February. The collapse in breakeven inflation
provided the Fed with a timely argument to
extend monetary easing by tweaking the ‘dot
plot’ lower in March. Though oil price changes
have little impact on the aggregate price level in
the long run, flight-to-quality flows weighed on
breakeven rates derived from inflation-protection
securities.
The second argument for renewed caution put
forward by US central bankers was the alleged
impact of the drawdown on broad financial
conditions. It was feared that tighter credit
conditions would slow growth. Investment in the
energy sector and slower inventory build-up did
subtract from GDP in the first half. However, it
turned out that US growth slowdown was hardly
broad-based. While official accounts sold risk
assets heavily in the first few months of 2016,
non-resident private investors remain upbeat on
US assets, including Treasuries, agency bonds
and corporate credit. High-grade bonds thus
swiftly recovered from market turmoil. In the
energy-heavy high yield market, option-adjusted
spreads traded as high as 839bps over Treasury
bonds in February. The 12-month trailing default
rate on US speculative-grade bonds rose to 5.6%
in November 2016 from less than 3% a year
earlier.
•

Pushing monetary policy to its practical
boundaries

In the euro area, as inflation dipped back into
negative territory in February, the ECB decided
to up the ante on asset purchases. In fact, the
Bundesbank’s Jens Weidmann and other hawks
had no voting rights at the March meeting. ECB
doves thus had a window of opportunity to ease.
Central bankers raised the amount of purchases
to €80bn a month from an already sizeable
€60bn and cut deposit rates further to -0.40%.
This was a bold move. Negative inflation readings
through spring had been widely expected due to
2015 base effects on energy prices. Thus the real
motives for monetary support could not be
inflation. The ECB likely aimed at a weaker euro

in a bid to shelter the euro area from foreign
developments. However, a week later, the Fed
tweaked the dots lower leaving euro-dollar exchange
rate unchanged till September.
But there was more. Mario Draghi announced that
investment-grade corporate bonds would be eligible
to the expanded asset purchase program. The launch
of CSPP was most controversial. It is highly unusual
for central banks to venture into corporate bonds. At
the time, there was no evidence of a credit crunch
for non-bank borrowers. If anything, rates were too
low for European bond investors chasing higher
yields in US corporate markets. Liquidity conditions
were subpar and heavy buying from central banks
would only worsen the situation. What is more, the
CSPP announcement led to front-running as ECB
purchases started fully three months later.
The ECB was not alone to tip a toe into corporate
credit. In August, the BoE launched a corporate bond
program worth some £10bn over 18 months in
addition to £60bn purchases in Gilt markets to
cushion the British economy from possible negative
consequences from the Brexit vote.
In Japan, as negative interest rates and massive
quantitative easing failed to weaken the yen, Central
Bankers threw in the towel on balance sheet
expansion. Instead, the BoJ opted for yield curve
control which basically equates putting a ceiling on
JGB yields. The target yield on ten-year bonds is
about 0%. The flipside of yield targeting is smaller
balance sheet expansion. Scandinavian central banks
promoted easing as a means to raise inflation. In
Sweden, the Riksbank keeps adding more of the
same form of stimulus (QE and negative rates).
Short-sighted policymaking to bring up inflation has
blown up internal financial imbalances. Swedish
household debt to disposable income has risen to
unsustainable levels.

It’s politics, stupid
•

Populism in power

In 2016, after China fears dissipated, growth and, to
a lesser degree, inflation and inflation expectations
took the backseat. Politics was front and centre in
Europe, Latin America and finally the US.
In Europe, David Cameron’s campaign pledge of a
referendum on the UK’s EU membership turned out
to be one of the most disruptive political events in
the last decade. The June 23 referendum resulted in
a clear majority in favour of the UK leaving the
European Union. The ‘leave’ outcome took markets
by storm with sharp knee-jerk reaction from safe
bonds and a collapse in sterling. It is hard to imagine
a country that benefits more than the UK from
(largely skilled and European) immigration and
access to EU markets. The formal request to leave
the Union will probably be made in March 2017. Two
years of negotiations will ensue before the UK leaves
the European Union. It could be much longer
considering that trade deals can take up to 10 years
to negotiate. In any case, the UK’s exit ushers in a
prolonged period of political and
economic
uncertainty. The vote, amid a migrant crisis, focused
on immigration control. However, access to the

common European market cannot be granted
without free movement of people and labour. On
economic grounds, the UK runs a large current
account deficit (5-6% of GDP), primarily with
continental Europe. Access to the EU market is
critical to ensure continuation of foreign direct
investment in the UK. In the financial sector, the
passport that allows UK-based institutions to
offer services in the EU countries could be in
jeopardy. For instance, it is a requirement that
euro government bond trading be located in the
EU.
In the euro area, one political deadlock has been
lifted this year with the formation of PP-led
centre-right government in Spain after months of
stalemate and a second round of inconclusive
elections in June. Austria presidential elections
were held a second time in a year in early
December. The Green party’s Alexander Van Der
Bellen won presidency against the far-right’s
Norbert Hofer. In Italy, Matteo Renzi ordered a
referendum on a constitutional reform in
December associated with Italicum, a new
electoral law. The reform basically aimed at
ending the bicameral political system that is the
root cause for instability in government. Italians
strongly rejected constitutional changes. Matteo
Renzi resigned.
The election of Donald Trump as President of the
United States entails an immense political shock.
On November 8th, Donald Trump won Presidency
despite losing the popular vote by a 2.8mn
margin. Donald Trump policies could mean
stricter immigration rules and a withdrawal from
major trade agreements, including NAFTA.
Foreign policy could lean towards closer
relationships with Russia. The shift in foreign
relations would come at the expense of China.
Trade tariffs could be imposed on Chinese and/or
Mexican imports. In turn, the Trans-Pacific
Partnership agreement (TPPA) involving 12
countries may never be ratified by the US. In
essence, the Trump Administration could mean
protectionism and less environment protection.
This does bode well for inflation and world trade.
Corporate tax cuts and infrastructure spending
will increase federal deficits.
Latin America was not immune. Brazil had
President Rousseff impeached amid one of the
country’s longest recessions/depressions ever
and social unrest. External imbalances and
sustained high inflation continue to plague
economic growth. Low commodity prices did not
help. Public spending caps despite weak current
growth contributed to restore investor faith in
Brazilian credit. Central bank action and better
investor sentiment helped to stabilize the
Brazilian real in currency markets. Lastly, the
election of President Mauricio Macri signalled a
change in Argentinian politics and relations to
creditors. Argentina returned to international
debt markets after a decade-long absence. The
return to bond markets was met with large
demand. The proceeds will serve to settle

payments linked to the country’s default a decade
ago and fund infrastructure investment.

Making sense of markets
In this section, we review the year from a financial
market standpoint. For a euro-based bond investor,
total returns ranged from -0.7% in euro convertible
bonds to 8.3% in emerging market debt (hedged to
euros). Pan-European high yield in euros returned
6.5% beating IG credit (4.7%) and sovereign debt
which had absolute performance of 3.3%.
As indicated above, the trend in major government
bond markets has shifted along political events. US
Treasury yields started falling early in response to
Chinese growth concerns and short positioning
around 2015 year-end. Fed policymakers then
marked down their projected rate path in March
hinting at one to two hikes in 2016 instead of four.
Downshift in ‘dots’ signaled easing and contributed
shrinking volatility in US bond markets. The MOVE
index reflective of implied volatility in Treasury bond
futures started falling in March to reach a low in
October. The downward trend was only interrupted a
volatility spike around Brexit when the 10-year note
briefly hit 1.38%. Low volatility favors carry along
the yield curve. Bull flattening was the name of the
game in US Treasury bond markets until the end of
August. In fact, the term premium on 10-year bonds
fell in deep negative territory, down to -70bps on
New York Fed estimate. Negative term premiums
generally highlight complacency among bond market
participants. Complacency was indeed traceable to
excessive Fed ‘caution’ despite evidence of continued
reduction in labor market slack and signs of faster
wage gains. Low inflation was essentially a byproduct of earlier declines in energy and import
prices, while unit labor costs suggested incipient cost
pressures in the domestic economy. This certainly
sets the stage for the sharp market turnaround in
the fourth quarter. The US Presidential campaign has
been acrimonious throughout. The election of Donald
Trump proved to the catalyst for a reset of bond
valuations. Yields skyrocketed to about 2.5% from
1.5-1.6% on average in the summer period.
Protectionism and fiscal slippage provided timely
arguments for a broad unwinding of bull flattening
positioning that had oddly coincided with stronger US
equities and shrinking corporate bond spreads, in
both high yield and investment grade spaces.
Something had to give. After a rally up to Brexit, US
10-year yields sold off to end 2016 about 20bps
higher than a year ago.
In the euro area, German bond yields collapsed
along the curve with 30-year bonds outperforming.
Lower yields are at odds with continued stable
growth conditions and rising inflation in the second
half of 2016 albeit from very low levels. ECB policy is
the main market driver. The ban on purchases of
bonds yielding less than the deposit rate puts
downward pressure on back-end yields. All the more
so, that Germany runs a budget surplus which
means that that the Central Bank buys loads of
bonds in a shrinking market. At year-end, two-year
yields were down to -0.78% while ten-year bonds
stand about 0.20% having traded in negative
territory around mid-year (-0.21%). In 3Q16,

expectations of changes to PSPP parameters
ignited a change and a re-steepening of the
German yield curve. The yield premium on
France bonds was negatively impacted by the
rise in populism in Europe and in the US. The
spread on 10-year OAT ended the year some
10bps wider than a year ago. With hindsight,
long positioning in peripheral debt at the start of
the year was a hurdle to performance. In
addition, Italy politics caused a sharp re-pricing
of BTPs ahead of the December referendum.
Italian spreads blew out to close to 200bps in
late November. The capital shortfall of some
Italian banking institutions will likely require
public support although the details are not fully
known. It is important to note that in these
markets, liquid futures markets facilitate short
positioning in times of stress. This may have
exacerbated upside pressure on spreads. The
outperformer
was
Spain
which
regained
momentum after the political stalemate ended
last summer. The spread on 10-year Bonos is
essentially unchanged from a year ago. On
inflation-linked markets, the gradual increase in
inflation in the second half of 2016 led to a rise
in
breakeven
inflation
rates
and
linker
outperformance.
In European credit markets, spreads staged a
decisive rally between the announcement of
CSPP in March and the actual implementation of
purchases from mid-June. Brexit did bring about
some volatility but ECB intervention worth about
€2bn a week smoothed corporate bond yields
thereafter. The average yield on IG euro credit
initially increased from 134bps at the beginning
of the 2016 to a high at 167bps in February. As
the CSPP was announced, spreads shrunk to
134bps until the end of June when actual buying
pressured spreads lower again (below the 110bp
mark). Towards year-end, rising bond yields
resulted in modest spread widening towards
125bps vs. German bonds. On a sector basis,
after a rough start of year, materials and energy
bonds rallied in keeping with higher commodity
prices. In turn, health care (13bp widening on
year) and financials’ subordinated debt (+48bps)
trailed the broad euro IG market. Defensives
including utilities (-22bps) and consumer staples
(-36bps) outperformed modestly on Bloomberg
indices. As concerns CDS indices, the iTraxx IG
spread fell by 9bps in 2016 to 72bps at year-end.
The crossover spread shrunk by 43bps to
288bps. Financial CDS gauges widened to 93bps
on senior debt and 221bps on subordinated debt.
European high yield benefitted from spillovers
from ECB buying as final investors added to more
speculative holdings. ECB purchases include
issuers with split ratings.
In the United Kingdom, Brexit had a disruptive
impact on Gilt markets. Correlation to US bonds
collapsed after the vote. The yield on 10-year
British bonds tracked 10-year US yields quite
closely in the first half of 2016. The spread on US
bonds remained near 40bps up to June 23rd
before jumping to 100bps at the end of August.
Gilt 10-year yields rose steadily to about 1.50%

by November-end. Still, UK bonds performed
strongly through 2016 rallying from 1.87% to
1.24%. Inflation fears mounted following the sharp
drawdown in sterling. UK real yields dropped to
deeply negative territory (-1.8% on 30y linkers on
October 6th, 2016). The decision of the BoE to cut
rates and resume quantitative easing in August
avoided a disorderly steepening of the curve
although foreign selling did accelerate in 3Q16. The
BoE will purchase £60bn worth of Gilts over six
months and as much as £10bn of sterlingdenominated UK corporate bonds over 18 months.
BoE action propped up UK asset prices but likely
added to downside pressure on sterling.
Emerging markets were the star performer for the
year. The asset class fared very well for the year
even as emerging economies were not immune from
political risks (Turkey, Brazil, Thailand, South
Korea…). After peaking at 504bps in February, the
spread on USD-denominated debt shrank to 342bps
from about 410bps at the end of 2015. However,
local bond markets proved more volatile in keeping
with currency markets. Sentiment regarding Brazil
improved dramatically following the impeachment of
President Dilma Rousseff and the introduction of
public spending caps despite a sharp recession.
Brazilian debt spreads almost halved from February
highs to 330bps at year-end. Likewise, Chile,
Colombia enjoyed spread tightening after the
February highs. Argentina managed to raise $16bn
ending decade-long disputes with foreign creditors.
Mexico suffered from the election of Donald Trump.
The Mexican peso collapsed against the US dollar
(hitting 21 pesos for a dollar) forcing the Central
Bank to raise interest rates by a total of 200bps last
year to 5.25%. Russia benefitted strongly from
higher oil prices and low international bond net
supply. Moreover, local banks kept purchasing
Russian USD-denominated debt. The Russian ruble
was the only currency to strengthen after the
election of Donald Trump.
In currency markets, the US dollar strengthened
against the euro (3%) and sterling post Brexit (16%)
but held steady overall against the yen (-1%). Major
reversals from last year occurred in the Brazilian real
(+23%) whilst the Mexican peso collapsed by 17%.
The Russian ruble returned to mid-2015 levels near
60 against the US dollar from highs above 80. Oil
prices above $50 contributed a lot to the rebound.
The Swedish Krona lost 3% against the euro but
appreciated somewhat after the Central Bank
announced tapering will start in 2017. The
Norwegian Krona appreciated some 6% vs. the euro
as oil played out and the Central Bank took a less
dovish turn in 4Q16.

Conclusions
After the sharp 1Q oil and risk-asset selloff, politics took centre-stage contributing
to shape trends in financial markets
throughout the year. Brexit, Rousseff’s
impeachment, Trump all induced major
shifts in pricing of financial assets.
Meanwhile continued monetary easing
including purchases of corporate bonds

(ECB, BoE) enhanced fixed income
investment performances. Inflation is
slowly returning thanks in rising oil
prices.
Challenges remain for year 2017.
Politics will be on the agenda in the

euro area (Netherlands, France, Germany).
Fed and ECB policies may diverge further.
As at January 2nd, 2017.
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